
PERCENTAGE CHAI{GES - PRACTTCE QUESTTOITS

1.

A coat norrnaliy costs S50.

During a sale, the coat is reduced in price by 1O%.

Find tl'e price of the coat during the sa1e.
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In 2AL9, a farm had 10O chickens.
ln 2AZA, the number of chickens at the far:rn increased by 25a/a.

How many chickens did the farm have in 2O2O?
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3.

The value of a car went from S500 to S400.

Find t}:e percentage decrease of the value of the car.
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4.

The number of songs on Ashley's iPod went from 1,2OO to 1,5O0.

Fiad the percentage increase.
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5.

The population of a city went from 20O,OOO to 28O,OOO.

Find tJre percentage increase.
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6.
The capacity of a football stadium went from 55,000 to 6O,5OO.

Find the percentage increase.
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7.

Beth bought a phone for S28O.

A year later, she soid ttre phone for 521O.
Find the percentage loss"
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A car was travelling at 3O rniles per hour.
The car accelerated and increased its speed to 56 miles per hour.
Find tl e percentage increase.
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In a sale, the price of a television went from S48O to S158.
Find the percentage decrease"
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Colin hought a house for S12O,OOO"

He sold the house for &186,0OD.
Find Colin's percentage profit-
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11IL

A company bought a rnachine for S11,000"

They soid the machine for &6,930.

Find the percentage loss.
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12.

David bought a motorbike for S960.

He sold the motorbike for fl336.
Find the percentage 1css.
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13.

Edwina bought a bicycle for f,150.
She sold the bicycle for €162"

Find the percentage profit.
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11.
Fred bought a caravan for S1,66O.

He sold it for S1,920"
Find the percentage pro{it, to 1 decimal place.
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15.

Graharn bought an antique for f,98.
He sold it for S25O.

Find the percentage prolit, to 1 decirnal place.
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16.

The graph below shorrs
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iai Find the percentage increase in the number of visitors to Museum A from 2A17 fi
2018.
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(b) Find the percentage decrease in the number of visitors to Museurn B from 2016 to

2017.
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Harriet weighed 7O kilograms"
Ian weighed 86 kilograms.
They both had a personal trainer for 1O weeks'

After the trO weeks, Harriet weighed 62 kitrograrns and Ian weighedT2' kilograms.

Who had the highest percentage weight loss? Show all yor:.r working.
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18.

The table below shows the number of medals won at the last tu,o Olympic games.

(a) Find the percentage increase of medals won by the USA from ?ALZ b 2016-

Give your answer to the nearest 7o.
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{b} Find the percentage decrease of medals won by Russia from 2A12 b 2416.

Give your answer to the nearest 7o.
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Rectangle A has width 1O.6 cm and height 5-8 cm.

Rectangle A is ttren enlarged to make Rectangle B-

The width of Rectangie A is increased by 5% and the height is increased hy 12Va"

Find the percentage increase of the area of Rectangle A tc the area of Rectangle B.

Give your answer to one decirnal piace"
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Country USA China Great Britain Russia

Medals in 2OL2 i04 o1 55 58

frIedals in 2016 121 70 67 56
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Jason and Karv bcth run antiques businesses.
Jason spent &6,500 on antiques, and soid them for &8,98O.
Ka1." spent &10,770 on antiques, and sold them for S14.900.

Who rnade the highest percentage profit? Shou'ali your rvorking.
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21.
Laura and Martha are both long jumpers.
They decided to fo1low a new training regime to improve the lengtJ: of their jurnps.
The table below shosrs botJ: girls' best jurnps before and after the training regime.

Who achieved the higtrest percentage increase in their best jumps? Show all your
working.
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Before training regirne After trainins regime
taura 6.OQ m 6.45 m

Martha 6.78 m 7.19 m


